Basic inventory list Vendsysselvej
Since Danish tenants normally move into rooms without any loose furniture/equipment; the
Housing Foundation Copenhagen and the owner of the apartment have provided some basic
items for each room that we allocate students to.
The purpose is to assist the international student with the problem of arriving to an empty
room, having to immediately go purchase furniture, and equipment – only to have to sell
everything again upon departure. However, our basic equipment may not always cover
everything that you personally desire and some may want to supplement the equipment
yourself (especially items to make it cozy or if you have specialized needs). The basic
equipment belongs to the Housing Foundation Copenhagen and must remain in the room
regardless of whether or not you make use of it yourself. They may also not be left in the
common room (except the kitchen equipment). The provided items can be older/used but
should not be broken. You pay a minor amount a month to cover wear and tear – but any
damages which occur during your stay will be deducted from your deposit. If any items are
missing or damaged (not just worn) upon moving in, please report it in your online Flow.
Minor items (for instance such as lamps and kitchen equipment) are picked up by the
student at the Housing Foundation Copenhagen’s offices (no delivery). Please note that
previous students may have left additional items behind in your personal room – these
items are not part of the basic equipment and are not serviced. Such items can be disposed
of by the student in the designated area for larger garbage. The below are the items which
we have provided and therefore offer service for

Kitchen:
 dining table
 2 dining chairs
 built-in fridge with freezer
 oven
 stove top
 dishwasher
 under cabinet light with remote control
 Cabinet with shelves (it is about the built-in kitchen cabinets)
 Kitchen lamp: it is about ceiling lamp in the kitchen

*Kitchen items: we do not supply any more so I removed it from the list as well as other
items which are not available in these apts.
Hallway:
 clothes hanger on the wall (optional - not in all apts.)
 built-in cupboard
 flat doormat

Living room:
 2 persons sofa
 sofa table
 desk
 desk chair
 desk lamp
 standing lamp
 1 picture
 bookshelf (wooden color)
 drawer chest (white, with 4 drawers) - only in the middle apts (mf.TV &amp; mf.TH)
 wardrobe (white, with 3 drawers, rail for clothes hangers and mirror)
 trash can
 internet router

NOTE: NO floor protectors available/needed where the desk chairs castors/wheels were
changed to glides.
Bedroom:
 Top mattress 150x200 cm
 double bed: 150x200 cm (made of 2 single beds attached together)
 2 bedside tables with drawer (wooden color)
 2 bedside lamps
 drawer chest (wooden color with 5 drawers)
 1 picture
 trash can

*Blinds and ceiling lamps are installed in all the rooms (included the bathroom).

Bathroom: with shower, shower curtains, bathroom sink cabinet, toilet & mirror.

Please note that there are 4 apartments on each floor. The 2 middle ones (the middle to the
LEFT and the middle to the RIGHT) are bigger so an extra furniture is placed in the living
room: white drawer chest with 4 drawers. This is not available for the apartments to the
LEFT and to the RIGHT, as they are smaller apartments.
“Usables”
Also note that the Housing Foundation Copenhagen does not exchange your “usables”. You
buy and put in your own light bulbs, batteries for smoke alarm, exhaust filter, vacuum
cleaner bags etc. You are expecting to check if this needs replacing before reporting an item
damaged.

